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1. Pe rsona l Qualif ications 

1.1 Roles. I am currently Professor of Marketing at the Faculty of Commerce, University of 
British Columbia, where I am also Curator of the History of Advertising Archives. I have a MBA 
and a Ph.D. in Consumer Behavior from the University of Chicago and have published research 
extensively for over 30 years in the areas of advertising and its effects, consumer attitudes toward 
advertising and advertising history. I teach courses at the undergraduate, MBA and Ph.D. levels 
concerning advertising and its practical management and the related research methodologies, both 
in industrial practice and in academic research. I am a member of the American Academy of 
Advertising and the Association for Consumer Research. I serve on the editorial boards or review 
manuscripts for many academic journals, e.g. the Journal of Advertising, the Journal of Consumer 
Research, the Journal of Marketing, Tobacco Control and the Journal of the American Medicial 
Association. 

1.2 Tobacco Knowledge . Of note is my role as Curator of the History of the Advertising 
Archives, as this research institution holds the Tobacco Industry Promotion Series (TIPS), an 
extensive collection of materials on cigarette promotion. TIPS includes (a) thousands of cigarette 
ads and related merchandising materials, (b) related documents obtained in the course of serving 
as an expert witness in various trials, (c) notes taken from both tobacco and- advertising trade 
sources (e.g. Advertising Age, Advertising & Selling. Marketing and Media Decisions. Printers' 
Ink, U.S. Tobacco Journals), (d) compilations of research done by others, and (e) a special 
interest library on tobacco advertising, including government reports, among other holdings. 

1 3 Resea rch W r i t i n g on Tobacco Marke t ing . For the past 13 years I have been 
working extensively on cigarette advertising and its history, publishing over 100 research work 
products as working papers or in peer reviewed journals. Of note are my contributions on the role 
of advertising to the Surgeon General's Reports on youth (1994), minorities (1998) and women 
(2000). I have also drafted materials on the marketing of so-called "light" cigarettes for the (US) 
National Cancer Institute (2000). Other research and reports have explored current practices and 
historical aspects of the various aspects of cigarette marketing such as the targeting of youth, the 
targeting of racial minorities, the failures of self-regulation, the use of public relations, the 
marketing of filtered and seemingly safer "low yield" cigarettes, event sponsorships and 
promotion, sports stadium signage, media plans, packaging, distribution, and warnings. 

1.4 Access to C o r p o r a t e Documents . My research experience has been augmented by 
the rare opportunity to access and review corporate documents for tobacco firms, their market 
research contractors, advertising agencies and public relations firms. Some of this was the result 
of my own research initiatives uncovering archival materials, e.g. the industry's public relations 
efforts to counter the "health scares" of the 1950s and 1960s. On other occasions my access to 
corporate documents resulted from my role as an expert witness in litigation. In Canada, I 
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testified in "Imperial Tobacco Limitee & RJR-Macdonald Inc. c, Le Procureur General du 
Canada" (Quebec - 1989). Discussion of corporate documents not otherwise identified herein can 
be seen in my expert report for that trial, "The Functions and Management of Cigarette 
Advertising" and in a peer reviewed published form, ""Targeting Youth and Concerned Smokers: 
Evidence from Canadian Tobacco Industry Documents." 

1.5 Inv i ta t ions and A w a r d s . My expertise in cigarette advertising has led to many 
invitations to speak at various conferences, professions and universities. The last includes the 
Emerson Electric Lecturer on Business Ethics, St. Louis University (1995), University Lecturer at 
the University of Wisconsin (1993), Center for Research in Journalism and Mass 
Communications Lecturer, University of North Carolina (1992), Donald W. Davis Lecturer at 
Pennsylvania State University (1990), Walter Schmidt Lecturer at the University of Santa Clara 
(1988), and numerous other unnamed lecturing at more than 20 other Universities abroad and in 
North America, such as Harvard, Rutgers and Columbia. This research on cigarette marketing 
has been recognized by the University of British Columbia as deserving of the Professional 
Research Excellence Award, 1994. In 1998 I was recognized by the American Marketing 
Association for the Best Article in Advertising Award. This year, 2001,1 have been invited to 
give the keynote address to the conference of marketing historians at Duke University, "Sifting 
the Ashes: Understanding Cigarette Marketing through Historical and Archival Research." 

2. Scope of Report* This report supplements an earlier report, "How Cigarette Advertising 
Works: Rich Imagery and Poor Information," which addressed the various promotional tactics 
employed by the cigarette industry and the psychological mechanisms of persuasion and attitude 
change that the industry consequently relies upon. That report identified a basic dilemma faced 
by the cigarette firms: how to market a product that was ideally to seem less harmful to health 
without provoking consumers' anxieties about health. This drove them to "image" based 
strategies as these avoid making consumers more informed about the product, its constituents 
and/or the consequences of its use, as additional information that is honest, factual and fully 
disclosing almost inevitably discourages consumption. Smokers experience a related dilemma in 
that some realize that additional information, particularly about the health consequences of 
consumption, may aggravate rather than reduce their conflicted feelings about smoking. 

In this present report, supplemental documents produced by the industry are reviewed to generate 
an understanding of the role of package design as an element in the marketing mix, particularly in 
realizing the pressing strategic needs of the firms identified in the earlier report as reassuring 
existing concerned smokers and recruiting "new smokers". In addition, evidence is presented 
showing how the image/.information dilemma faced by the firms, and the conflicted feelings of 
smokers, influence packaging decisions. Beyond some introductory material, none of this report 
repeats the earlier report as ail citations herein are from documents from a supplemental 
document production, and were not cited in the first report.. 
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3 . T h e P a c k a g e in the Promot iona l Effort. 

3.1 Packag ing is Cen t ra l . Packages are designed to be eye-catching, attractive and to shape 
consumer product perceptions. Packages are made to have visual impact both when seen alone, 
as in use, and when amassed in great quantities, as in large retail displays. For all consumer 
goods, the package design is at the heart of the product's brand image. Leading textbooks say: 

"Package design is very important to advertisers because it is such an important part of 
brand image and product identity. For this reason the design needs to be coordinated with 
the overall advertising program."1 

"The package acts as a substitute for personal selling. It must deliver the product promise 
and relate itself back to earlier messages seen or heard by the consumer."2 

The package is a communication tool of the firm, and the last step in the promotional process. 
The brand's image and personality is carefully nurtured through advertising and promotion. This 
image is recalled and reinforced by the repetition of design elements from the ads in the package. 
The packages are amassed for dramatic in-store display, and the total product (contents, package 
and associated imagery) is what is offered, purchased and consumed. After the promotional 
activities have given a brand an identity and meaning, with research to insure that this identity is 
indeed meaningful to a target consumer segment, the targeted consumer and others can easily 
acquire this "meaning" and display the package to both themselves and others. The package is 
the last and most critical link in an integrated chain of promotional communications. 

A classic set of packaging criteria shows the far greater importance of the package as a 
communication and promotional vehicle, than as simply protection for the product.3 The criteria 
are known by the pedagogical acronym VIEW, where the initials stand for: 

Visibility. Is it easily seen? 
Information. Does it communicate benefits? 
Emotional Appeal. Does it communicate product personality? 
Workability. Does it protect the product? 

When the U.S. cigarette industry attempted a self regulatory Cigarette Advertising Code in the 
1960s, there was no doubt in their minds that packaging of various forms deserved regulation. 
"Advertising under the code means the package of cigarettes itself. It means the carton and 
the shipping case. It means the decorative sleeves that dress up the carton during the 
Christmas season."4 

3o2 C h a n g i n g Packag ing is F r e q u e n t and Common in this Indos t ry . During the 
last decade Export 4A' packaging has been modified for marketing purposes about every five 
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years: 1991, 1996 and 2000. The purposes on the package enhancement to be nationally in 
market by January 2000 were both pre-emptive of impacts of regulation, and seeking improved 
competitive display. This was undertaken even though packs had been redesigned less than five 
years earlier. For example: "to strengthen Export 'A' brand equity and imagery within a 
heightened competitive environment; 2. Introduce family packaging improvements prior to 
potential Legislative Packaging restrictions in QIV 2000.,. The Export 'A' cigarette package was 
redesigned and launched in 1996 after five years in market with the previous design. (Export 'A' 
Packaging Enhancement, JTI, Nov. 15, 1999,pl.) [JTI-1489] 

Package design changes are sufficiently frequent that the failure be among those firms with 
frequent changes is perceived as problematic. 

" ... in a market noted for regular package updates ... Among all segments, Rothmans 
was noted for package design inertia ... an unchanging, old fashioned appearance in a 
market known for change." (Project Starr: Qualitative Research, Apr 1998, pi, 3.) 
[RBH:TA~4112](emphasis added) 

These changes occur despite some concerns that changes may alert consumers to changes in the 
product they might otherwise be oblivious of, and that changes might cause changes in perception 
when no change in product has taken place. For example, RBH was advised that "caution must be 
exercised in order not to alienate franchise with to many changes at once." (Export 'A' 1999 
Product and Packaging Key Issues and Recommendations, Nov. 30, 1998.) [JTI-1556] 

"Marketing desires in terms of not making too many changes at once, which might confuse 
the consumer (for instance, it might be desirable not to change the product at the same 
time as packaging changes, since consumers can be more alert to any changes in the 
product when there are packaging changes, even to the point of perceiving changes when 
there are none). (Sara Devine, memo re: Export A Family T/N/CO Compliance, June 22, 
2000. [JTI-1515] 

3.3 P a c k a g i n g is I m p o r t a n t Enough to Involve Key Staff, In addition to the fact 
that the final approval of new package designs rests with senior management, even the generation 
of packaging ideas can involve key personnel. Saatchi & Saatchi, a Toronto office on a global 
advertising agency, used a Structured Brainstorming technique in Project 20 to develop new 
product ideas using "key Rothmans and Saatchi & Saatchi Toronto personnel as well as a 
marketing consultant." (Project 20? (title page missing), nd, pl)(RBH:TA-4125) 

3.4 Design Goa ls : Effect Both P roduc t and User Imagery . Export 'A' Light was 
not as well received in French Canada as in English Canada, and research indicated that "this may 
be due to the colour of the package (and possibly the perception that a gold coloured package is 
more for women than men)". Thus new designs were developed with a change of colour to "Light 
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Blue," and the objectives of the 'Light Blue' design included changing both the product and the 
user imagery: "narrow the perceived strength difference between Light and Medium; Convey a 
more masculine image." (Final Report: Export 'A; Light Quebec Packaging Research, Jan 1999, 
Market Research Professionals, pi .)[Newman-U50). 

Project Kermit by RBH in 1989 sought to modify the Craven 'A' package to "soften the masculine 
image of the pack" and to "improve the quality perception and provide more of an image as to 
who might smoke them." (Dana Fitzsimmons memo to Bob Verrall, re: Project Kermit, Aug. 17, 
1989.)[RBH:TA-4098] 

""New Blue' pack appealing due to its colour. Lighter blue = a slightly lighter cigarette. 
'Smoother/Less Harsh' cigarette. Similar to Player's blue & vibrant, fresh, modern & 
youthful." (Export A Packaging: Qualitative Research: Presentation of Findings, Market 
Research Professionals Study #810, June 2000, pi5 (JTI-1534] 

When Matinee packs were designed in 1991 "the new design 'shaved 20 years of the old gal'. The 
combination of changes has placed the parent as feminine, modern, contemporary, youthful and 
delivering a product that is much lower in strength than the original (pack)." (Project Trojan, Sept 
17, 1991, 3 pages.) [RBH:TA-4128J 

"The gray/blue/silver of S Extra Light and the starburst combine to communicate an 
appealing product (smooth, mild, flavourful and remarkably refreshing) and a personality 
which is more attractive to all and much more relevant to younger non-users ... young, 
vital, stylish and gender neutral (dramatic image improvements for the brand)." (Project 
Starkey: Qualitative Research, June 1998, Johnston & Associates, p3.)[RBH:TA-4103] 

Packaging serves multiple objectives, but interestingly almost all management concern is about 
communicating an 'image" of the users and the product, and more rarely are they about the 
functional aspects of protecting the product, maintaining freshness, fitting into pockets, 
disposabihty and litter, etc. For example, in revising the packaging to reposition Export 'A', four 
of the Design Objectives of the packaging were inherently about the image it would present, one 
was about retail merchandising (sehlf impact), none were about package functionality from a 
consumer's perspective. 

"- Improve the contemporary feel while maintaining a sense of the brand's heritage. 
- Reinforce the brand's positioning - confidence and individuality. 
- Diminish extremes of satisfaction, old, loner, masculine 
- Increase competitiveness versus Player's - especially the Light style 
- Improve shelf impact and blocking." (Canada: Repositioning Export 'A', Sept. 1996, R. 

J. Reynolds International, np)[Newman-U-83] 
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3.5 Goa l : Keep ing "Up- to -da te" . Keeping "up-to-date" in packaging seems characteristic 
of this industry, and is demonstrably important to many brands and firms. 

"All packaging elements should: remain relevant and up-to-date relative to opposition 
entries; and conform to ITL standards of quality." (Trademark Strategies and Projects, Jan 
1995(ITL),p25.)[ITLE13] 

Project Tron, an effort to strengthen the positionings of the members of the Players brand family 
included among "improvements required," were new packs for Players Filter, Players Light and 
Players Extra Light. Due to their common deficiency of not being seen as "up to date", all brands 
were addressed simultaneously. (Planning Document 1996, Marketing Strategy and Development 
(June 1995), p46-7.) [ITL-E13] 

"Current users appear more vulnerable to image than to product deficiencies. They ... see 
the image as dated. They don't want to abandon class and sophisticated but do favour a 
more contemporary image ... and especially a more up-to-date package. ... the perceived 
uniqueness of Rothmans as the only brand to not change its package is a negative ... not a 
neutral and not a positive."(RINGO: Qualitative Research, Feb 1998, p4.)[RBH:TA-4155] 

3.6 M e r c h a n d i s i n g Cons idera t ions . One of the functions of packaging is be a component 
part of retail displays, especially when amassed. Thus, being "eye-catching" is valued. 

"The key to RJR-MFs success in the next decade from a sales and marketing perspective" 
included an intent to "continue to emphasize packaging attributes, in order to compete 
effectively at the retail level." (RJR-Macdonald Inc Competitive Business Development 
Strategies for the 1990s, Feb 1, 1989, Draft 1.10, pE-2) [JTI-1678] 

"In anticipation of this retail-oriented environment, the company repackaged its major 
brands, moving to brighter and more eye-catching packages in 1988." (RJR-Macdonald 
Inc Competitive Business Development Strategies for the 1990s, Feb 1, 1989, Draft 1.10, 
pE-5) [JTI-1678] 

"Enhance existing design to maximize dimension and visual impact on shelf and 
reinforce quality perceptions." (Export A Package Design Enhancement Update, Feb. 
16, 1999. [JTI-1574] 

"Any significant compromise to the visual display 'value' of our packaging, will lessen 
the commercial value of our displays ..." (RBH Strategic Plan - Fiscal 2001, Dec 1999, 
p9.)[RBH:TA-4154] 
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3.7 Prac t ica l aspects of Packaging, Consumers have a manifest interest in practical 
aspects of packaging, such as how well the pack fits into pockets and purses, how durable it is, 
how fresh it keeps the products, whether it is easy to open and re-close, whether it keeps stray 
tobacco from getting loose in pockets, etc. 

"Perceptions of an Ideal Package: The most frequent suggestion was for more durable 
packaging ... '''more durable, tougher, less squishing, harder'" (Project Apollo: A 
Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd., 
p26)[RBH:TA-4100] 

But when practical aspects such as hinged lids are studied, the focus of managerial concern 
remains on variations on these lids for the status image these might provide. 

"Several groups expressed a preference for hinge lid packaging ... linking the flip top box 
with greater durability, a more convenient compact size and a more appealing shape. 
Bevelled and especially rounder edges were perceived as significant improvements to the 
basic flip top box ... for both function (less poking; slides in easier) and image related 
reasons (looks more refined). (Project Apollo: A Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in 
the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, p26.)[RBH:TA-4100] 

"TAILORED EDGES. Respondents in this study overwhelmingly endorsed use of 
tailored (bevelled: rounded) edges on a flip-top box. The consistency of appeal 
surrounding bevelled edges from study to study suggests that its potential approaches the 
'slam dunk' level, i.e. strong and consistent appeal within virtually every segment of 
smokers." (Project 21, June 1995, pl3) [RBH:TA-4162] 

"There was overwhelming support for a flip-top box with bevelled edges. ... appears more 
compact and convenient... more durable ... more modern, more contemporary, more 
streamlined .. greater class and femininity ... classier, softer, elegant." (Project Oona III: 
Qualitative Research, March 1995, Johnston & Associates, pl4.)[RBH:TA-4183] 
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4. Resea rch Projects on Packaging . 

4 .1 . T h e U.S. Exper ience . In the United States packaging has been subject to painstaking 
consideration for those firms most successful in the marketplace. Colours, graphic elements, 
proportioning, and typography are tested and used in various combinations. Parliament, when 
seeking more women smokers, changed the package design to reduce its masculinity and raise its 
femininity and tested the prototypes on 600 subjects.5 Brown & Williamson tested 33 package 
designs before choosing a blue, gold and red design for Viceroy Rich Lights. Philip Morris 
increased the status appeal of Benson & Hedges by printing the firm's Park Avenue address on 
both front and back of every pack. Their Merit brand used big yellow, brown and orange racing 
stripes to create a "flamboyant, young-in-spirit image." R. J. Reynolds gave the Now brand a 
"modern, chrome and glass look designed to appeal to upscale city and suburban dwellers." "Red 
packs connote strong flavor, green packs connote coolness or menthol and white packs suggest 
that a cigaret (sic) is low-tar. White means sanitary and safe. And if you put a low-tar cigaret in 
a red package, people say it tastes stronger than the same cigaret packaged in white."6 

Marlboro's "repositioning" from a woman's cigarette ["Mild as May"] to a man's smoke provided 
these packaging specifications, among others: 

"It should be popular in its approach, have strong masculine appeal,... and be modern in 
its feeling, with no phoney old world symbols of class or quality. Its modernism should 
be broadly popular - nothing avant-garde, yet nothing condescending. ... Before a 
Marlboro package design was decided on, more than 120 different additional superogatory 
designs were created, rendered, and researched. They were tested for eye movement, for 
associated characteristics, for emotional impact, for every attribute within the power of 
Vienna to define of invent."7 

Some $150,000 (US) was spent in the 1950s on this packaging research. The package options 
were also tested by the Color Research Institute for technical colour measurements, visibility and 
legibility ranges and colour evaluation.8 

4.2 T h e C a n a d i a n Exper ience . Packaged good marketers, therefore, place a great deal of 
attention and expense on package design. This includes Imperial Tobacco Ltd., according to the 
testimony of their VP of Marketing, Donald Brown: "Q. Would you argue that as much --
virtually as much — time energy and expense goes into the creation of a package of the brand than 
the advertisement itself?...A. ...I would say its as important, more and more so."9 Thus it is of 
little surprise to find that the records of these firms include multiple research projects including 
packaging design, research projects given code names as seen below: 
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Some Research Projects on Packaging by ITL 

Project Name 

Project Beluga 

Project Pampers 

Readability Study 

Project Omega 

Project X 

Project Lexus 

Project Tron 

Project Viper 

Project NIKE 

Year 

1986 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1995 

1995 

1995 

1996 

1997 

Client 
Firm 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

ITL 

Goal/Purpose 

Includes container design for fine 
cut 

test mock-ups with new warnings 

Test warnings on Medallion packs 

Matinee yellow packs 

prepare for plain packaging 

duMaurier packs 

make Players family packs and 
positions more "up to date" 

packs to attract "non-mainstream" 
consumers 

Includes monitor competitors' packs 

Doc ref. 

ITL 821 

ITL 606 

ITL 620 

ITL-E13 

ITL-E13 

ITL-E13 

ITL-E13 

ITL-778 

ITL-E99 
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Some Research Projects on Packaging by RBH 

Project Name 

Project Kermit 

Project Trojan 

Project 20 

Project Nevada 

Craven 100's 

Project Oona II 

Project Falcon 

Project Chaplin 

Project Maurice 

Project Coyote 

Project 21 

Project Hunter 

Sportsman 
Mind & Mood 

Project Winfield 

Project Starkey 

Project Stan-

Project Ringo 

Project Apollo 

Project Jagger 

Project Weymouth 

Year 

1989 

1991 

1993 

1994 

1994 

1994 

1994 

1994 

1994 

1994? 

1995 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1998 

1998 

1999 

2000 

2000? 

Client 
/Firm 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RJBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

RBH 

Goal/Purpose 

Make Craven A less masculine 

new Matinee packaging 

new product and pack concepts 

Belvedere packs in TPCA 11 

pre-empt duMaurier Red 100's 

packs to pre-empt plain packages 

packs with warning covering flap 

plain embossed packaging 

packs for a "Canadian" concept 

black/white pack graphics 

includes packaging initiatives 

Sportsman brand, inc. packaging 

Sportsman packs and warnings 

Winfield packaging 

new packs for Rothmans line 

rejuvenate Rothmans w. package 

rejuvenate Rothmans w. package 

includes pack interests of YAM 

cellophane carton wrappings 

Viscount packaging 

Doc ref. 

RBH-TA4098 

RBH-TA4128 

RBH-TA4125 
RBH-TA4162 

RBH-TA4127 
RBH-TA4161 

RBH-TA4156 

RBH-TA4158 

RBH-TA4168 

RBH-TA4170 

RBH-TA4180 

RBH-TA4181 

RBH-TA4162 

RBH-TA4165 

RBH-TA4185 

RBH-TA4108 

RBH-TA4103 

RBH-TA4112 

RBH-TA4112 

RBH-TA4100 

RBH-TA4109 

RBH:TA4113 
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5. C o n s u m e r Behavior Perspectives, 

5.1 Cigare t tes a r e a badge product . The package is of particular importance for 
products like cigarettes which have a high degree of social visibility, leading them to be known as 
"badge products." There are two basic reasons for this greater importance. [1] When a user 
displays a badge product, this is witnessed by others, providing a living testimonial endorsement 
of the user on behalf of that brand and product. [2] The use of a badge product associates the user 
with the brand image, giving the user some of the identity and personality of the brand image. 
One cigarette package designer, John Digianni, states: "A cigarette package is unique because the 
consumer carries it around with him all day. ... It's part of a smoker's clothing, and when he 
saunters into a bar and plunks it down, he makes a statement about himself."10 

Tobacco industry trade magazines make similar observations. 

"Cigarette packs ... will have to work harder than ever, not only at the point of sale to 
provide increased 'stand out', but also whilst in use to communicate the values of the 
brand to the consumer - to reassure and build loyalty. This is particularly so because of 
the role of cigarettes as 'badge products' with which the consumer identifies personally 
and which he uses to communicate his own identity to others."11 

Marlboro smokers rejected generically packaged Marlboros, even when vouched for and at half-
price, apparently because they lacked this symbolism for self and social identification. 

"Smokers put their cigarettes in and out of their pockets 20 to 25 times a day. The 
package makes a statement. The consumer is expressing how he wants to be seen by 
others."12 

Put simply, the promotional communications (advertising, sponsorships, etc) work to establish a 
brand image that the user or potential user will appreciate and can easily appropriate by the 
simple acts of purchase, possession and consumption. By communications, the brand is given 
meaning and made to symbolize desirable traits. The consumption, in turn, communicates 
something about the brand's social meaning to other potential users. The brand's image is built 
slowly and collectively by the package design and all of the accumulated associations and images 
of the advertising and sponsorship - associations of status, sophistication and social acceptance, 
associations of athleticism and healthfulness, associations of glamour and fashion, associations of 
rewarded risk taking and adventure, associations of masculinity or femininity. 

The most recently produced corporate documents reflect this "badge" aspect of cigarettes, too, 
with the 'badge' conveying the user's sex, social class and product strength.. 

uThe primary attributes conveyed by cigarette packaging are: gender 
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appropriateness, socio-economic appropriateness and strength." Among the desirable 
attributes of packages were listed "a youthful look" (but not too young) and preference for 
packages that are not "busy" or "cluttered." (Explorations of Various Design Parameters 
re: Export 4A' Pack Re-design, Qualitative Science, June 1991, p6.)[JTI-1677](emphasis 
added) 

What consumers want their badge to convey is also discussed. 

"In packaging and image, they seek status, style and distinctiveness. The combination 
of those three elements, though difficult to achieve, does embrace modernity and tradition 
and does not necessarily appear out of reach for Rothmans line extensions." (Project 
Starkey: Qualitative Research, June 1998, Johnston & Associates, p3.)[RBH:TA-
4103](emphasis added) 

5.2 Badges a r e Very I m p o r t a n t to the Young. Badge aspects may be especially 
important to the young consumers. 

"Benefit segmentation shed some light on what makes these smokers are looking for. The 
benefit segmentation takes own and ideal brand rating from the image study and groups 
consumers based on common needs. ... 79% of males < 25 and 72% of females < 25 are 
looking for products in the strong, medium or mid-light strength level, with a Sot of 
imagery."(Trademark Strategies and Projects, Jan 1995, p47.)[ITL E13](emphasis added) 

In pursuit of the YAM (young adult market), RBH had conducted Project Discovery (1991) to 
segment to overall market, and more focused studies, Project 20, 21, VINGT and Switching. The 
next stage was Project Apollo to improve its understanding on this young segment "from a 
psychographic standpoint... their values, desires, role models and self image including their 
expressions, in short their 'spirit'." The research highlights and conclusions describe these 
consumers as 

"in a state of transition from youth to adulthood ... they want to be ... and be seen as ... and 
be treated as adults ... They crave social contact and want to fit in as * typical' adults ... As 
a result, brand visibility, profile and perceived momentum is increasingly 
important." (Project Apollo: A Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in the YAM 
Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd.)[RBH:TA-4100](emphasis added) 

5.3 Packages Effect all Cigare t te Consumers . Package design is important even for 
brands where one might suppose it is not, and even for those people who deny it. Women more 
readily perceive and admit to the role of packaging. 

"Female smokers acknowledge that the design of cigarette packages can have an influence 
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on which brands they try. By comparison, most male smokers deny the influence of - and 
in some extreme cases the need for - a packaging design to enhance the appeal of a 
cigarette brand." (Explorations of Various Design Parameters re: Export 'A1 Pack Re
design, Qualitative Science, June 1991, p5.)[JTI-1677] 

New packaging can be important even for minor brands like Number 7, whose target market seem 
to be uninterested in the "badge" aspects. Number 7 targets "Blue/Grey collar 35+ with minimal 
education and lower income ... who believe they have their own image. Things that are fancy or 
have frills are not what they follow; their values are simple ... Given the importance of packaging 
to the overall perception of the brand and given its continued share decline new packaging was 
developed, in hopes of "rejuvenating consumer interest" and "growing the business." (Michael 
Bateman memo to Mark Sklar, Sept 22, 1993, pl-2.) [RBH:TA-4105]. 

6. Designing packages to be "young" in a p p e a l 

6.1 T h e I m p o r t a n c e of self-reliance. The US Experience was studied in Project NIKE 
for ITL with the conclusion that conveying "independence" was key to Marlboro's success. Good 
advertising requires "in-depth knowledge of the end-consumer, including attitudes, behavior and 
socio-demographic and psycho-demographic profiles." (p25689) In describing Marlboro and its 
phenomenal success in the US and around the world, they note that the campaign is "focussed on 
American frontier values (cowboy, last free man)" and "implicitly communicates independence, 
self-reliance, inner-confidence, ruggedness, a certain emotional toughness". (Presentation of 
Competitive Advertising Analysis - Project Nike, Armada Bates, Jan 30, 1997, p25715.) [ITL-
E99] 

6.2 P l a y e r ' s = "self-reliance, freedom and independence9 5 . Imperial Tobacco's 
success with Player's Light has been attributed to its timely and apt up-dating of its advertising in 
the 80s conveying an "independence and self reliance" image. Knowing this, they resist the 
temptation to rest on their laurels and continue research efforts to keep up to the social and 
cultural changes in the 1990s, or what is often termed Generation X. 

Generation X: "Quick Profile: Authentic, slightly cynical, individualistic but with human 
and spiritual needs/preoccupations; Realistic, go-getters, moderately materialistic, 
entrepreneur. Computer-literate. Highly knowledgeable in communications, therefore 
skeptical." (Armada Bates, Competitive review 1997.) [ITL-787A] 

The 1997 Marketing Plan "preliminary document" stated under consumers: 

"Marketing to young adult smokers will be unsuccessful if one continues to do things the 
usual way, through the usual media. These consumers are increasingly skeptical (sic) of 
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large companies and the media, and they are particularly scornful of anything resembling 
'marketing hype'. Brand names are important to them, but in a different way from the 
previous generation. They see brands as a reflection of themselves, but they do not 
necessarily want to chose the same brands as everyone else. They like to experiment..." 
("Preliminary Document," [msd\1997\predoc], April 17, 1996, p4.) [ITL-778]. 

The positioning statement, however, is not much changed from earlier versions. 

" 1 . Reflect masculinity in a manner that differentiates the trademark from Export though 
youthful, self-expression of freedom and independence and self reliance/inner 
confidence.'1 Trademark Strategies and Projects, Jan 1995 (ITL), p5. [ITL - El3] 
(Emphasis added). Also verbatim in Planning Document 1996, Marketing Strategy and 
Development (June 1995), pi6 [ITL-E13], and elsewhere. 

In the 1998 Plans, this is emphasized to the point of suggesting that the Players brand image 
should dominate all other brands on this score, important because other brands like Export 'A' 
were attempting very similar imagery in their "Go Your Own Way" campaign.. 

"Trademark is to be perceived as differentiating itself from all others on self-reliance, 
freedom and independence." (msd\plans\1998\fmaldoc98", June 23, 1998, pl3.) [ITL-
E13].(emphasis added) 

6.3 E x p o r t A = " independent /se l f confident /younger" . 

RJR-M Target Group Definition (19-35 with emphasis on 19-24): 

"Young adults who are currently in the process of shaping who they are and how they 
want to be perceived. While they believe they are independent, peer group acceptance is 
till important to them and aids in defining who they are. As young adults, they look for 
symbols that will help reinforce their maturity, independence and perceived 
individuality. Core motivations for smoking centre around two distinct areas: 
rebelliousness; T do what I want, I make my own choices, no one tells me what to do' and 
a way to fit in; 'it's cool/grown up to smoke, it's a statement of my class/status/sense of 
quality'. Export 6A' smokers are more likely to fall in the 'rebelliousness' camp." 
(Export 4A' 1997 Communications Plan, Sept 9, 1996, Harold & Mirlin, np.)[Newman, 
U56](emphasis added) 

RJR continues to do extensive in-depth research on 19-24 year olds, as indicated by the fact that 
even the Executive Summary of this research was 85 pages long before exhibits. Based on a 
statistical cluster analysis, it described 19-24 year old smokers as follows: 
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"members of this age group tended to fall into four groups: The Running Scared (17% of 
the total sample), Trailblazers (21%), $2.50 Tuesdays (32%) and The Silver Surfers 
(30%). ... The Running Scared are more likely non-Player's/Export 'A' smokers, male 
single, still living at home, introverted loners and lower levels of self esteem ... 
conformists who are afraid of making mistakes and very pessimistic about their futures ... 
Trailblazers ... very interested in extreme sports, they are outgoing, social, free spirits 
who are brand loyal and self-less when it comes to caring about their friends ... §2.50 
Tuesdays ... are much more likely to be living with a partner or spouse and have 
family/children ... they don't go out that often and when they do they are twice as likely to 
(go) out to a movie theatre ... The Silver Surfers are most likely Export 'A' smokers, 
male and single. They tend to go out in single sex groups ... they pay a lot of attention to 
their looks and are the most likely to try a new place because of an event/promotion.'" 
(Executive Summary: A Day in the Life: Understanding Young Adult Smokers (19-24 
Year Olds), August 1999, Grinsdale Research Group Ltd., 85p, p9-10.)[Newman U-31] 

6.4 E x p o r t *A? Ta rge t = "new smoker" . In abstracting the sales and marketing 
strategy: "The key to RJR-MI's success in the next decade from a sales and marketing 
perspective" included intent to "aggressively address the new smoker, 18 to 24 year-old 
segment of the market." (RJR-Macdonald Inc Competitive Business Development Strategies for 
the 1990s, Feb 1, 1989, Draft 1.10, pE-1) [JTI-1678] (emphasis added) The tools for addressing 
this targeted "new smoker" aggressively included packaging. 

"The objective for packaging redesign in to further contemporize the brand's image and 
moderate perceptions of strength and harshness amongst the primary target group.... 
When asked to describe what type of smokers would smoke Export with the new 
packaging, key descriptors would ideally be: Independent/Self Confident; Younger; 
Successful; Someone like me; Adventuresome/Masculine." (Export Family Packaging 
Design Brief, nd, p2.)[JTI-1608](emphasis added) 

6.5 Be lvedere = "younger, friendlier, cooler" . In pursuit of the YAM (young adult 
market), RBH had conducted Project Discovery (1991) to segment to overall market. A 
subsequent stage, Project Apollo, sought to improve RBH's understanding on this young 
segment "from a psychographic standpoint... their values, desires, role models and self image 
including their expressions, in short their 'spirit'." 

"YAM members want to be 'on their own' ... and they view independence as a key sign of 
their transition to adulthood.... The independence of the Marlboro Man would have more 
appeal that the fun irreverence of Joe Camel; 'you've come a long way baby' would have 
resonance. The issue is independence and self-reliance ... and among current brands in the 
market, Player's 'a taste you can call your own' would most closely reflect the 
independence motivator among YAM smokers. (Project Apollo: A Qualitative Study of 
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the Opportunities in the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, p!3.)[RBH:TA-4100] 

"Belvedere Marketing Strategy. Positioning - Belvedere is the young, fun, active, and 
sociable brand of cigarettes offering smoking satisfaction to younger men and women f 
the '90s. ... Finally, qualitative research on Belvedere Medium's packaging indicates 
that it communicates Belvedere's young, fun, active, and sociable image, which is 
strategically correct and will help shift the entire trademark's image toward the desired 
positioning." (Belvedere Medium Launch Recommendation, May 8, 1992, p4.)(RBH:TA-
4140] (emphasis added) 

Note: the research objectives, according to Exhibit 8A, included "to determine the extent to 
which the packaging communicates the trademark positioning" and "to determine the relevance 
and motivational power of the packaging." Thus it is of little surprise that the packaging was 
redesigned to be more youthful and modern, as is also seen in other documents. 

"The new package design was said to communicate a youthful and 'modern' image. ... 
The new package design effectively communicated the key positioning dimensions of 
casual and sociable and contemporaneity... preferred by a margin of three to one over the 
current design." (Belvedere Extra Mild Packaging Evaluation, DJC Research, 1991, 
piv.)[RBH:TA-4186] 

The satisfaction with this changed, however, as competitors renovated their packages. 

"Both Export 'A1 and Player's have introduced packaging design changes since Belvedere 
'rejuvenated' its packaging in May 1991. As these changes seem to have moved their 
brands younger, the 'reference point' against which Belvedere packaging image is rated 
has also moved, and therefore we might have fallen behind versus our desired 
positioning." (J. E. Parlo memo to K. Dean re: Belvedere Packaging and Nomenclature 
Research, Dec 16, 1993, 2p.) [RBH:TA-4146] 

"The new pack designs have consistently outperformed current pack. The following 
design elements appears to have influenced this preference: Extra Mild Script -... The 
new script and positioning is eye-catching and consistently moved the pack younger, 
friendlier and 'cooler' among both users and none-users alike." (Richard Fofana memo 
re: Project Nevada, Feb 14, 1994, np.) [RBH:TA-4127](emphasis added) 

Also in 1994 one test package for Belvedere was lauded for having providing the brand with "a 
very contemporary if not futuristic feel as well as a sporty image" and therefore having "the 
potential of positioning BXM as the coolest brand on the market." (Project Nevada: Qualitative 
Research, Feb 1994, ABM Research Ltd, pvi.)[RBH:TA-4161](emphasis added) 
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6*5 M a t i n e e = feminine, modern , con temporary , youthful. 

". . . the new design 'shaved 20 years of the old gal'. The combination of changes has 
placed the parent as feminine, modern, contemporary, youthful and delivering a product 
that is much lower in strength than the original (pack).... the use of script moves a brand 
more female ... Pegasus ... the image of fantasy & freedom was consistent across all 
groups male or female." (Project Trojan, Sept 17, 1991, 3 pages.) [RBH:TA-4128] 

6.6 R o t h m a e ' s = 6youeg ? vital, stylish". 

"The gray/blue/silver of S Extra Light and the starburst combine to communicate an 
appealing product (smooth, mild, flavourful and remarkably refreshing) and a personality 
which is more attractive to all and much more relevant to younger non-users ... young, 
vital, stylish and gender neutral (dramatic image improvements for the brand)." (Project 
Starkey: Qualitative Research, June 1998, Johnston & Associates, p3.)[RBH:TA-4103] 

6.7 Winfield = "ou tdoors /ou tback masculinity"., Winfield also sought "younger male 
smokers." with it Australian connotations, but were not successful with its test packaging. 

"A key portion of Winfield's perceived appeal (outdoors/outback masculine imagery) may 
lack motivational power. Three of the four groups should be ideal targets for the 
Australian aura and its Crocodile Dundee/wide open spaces/full flavour image. However, 
these younger male smokers of Canadian Classics and Player's Light were only mildly 
intrigued ... Neither pack strongly suggested a value or a premium positioning." (Bill 
Johnston memo to Karen Dean re: WINFIELD, Oct 14, 1997, p2.) [RBH:TA-4108] 

7, " S t a t u s r e d e e m i n g " packages as an " an t ido t e " to s m o k e r ' s gu i l t 

7.1 Desi red I m a g e Changes . As mentioned above, most smokers have conflicted feelings 
about their addiction. These conflicts have intensified in recent years as smokers are allowed to 
smoke in fewer and fewer locations and contexts, as they are required to literally step outside to 
smoke more frequently, as they receive signals of social disapproval more frequently from more 
other people, and as public health information, as in vivid warnings, makes more people more 
aware of the potential consequences of smoking. Thus, smokers are increasingly vulnerable to 
feelings of embarrassment, shame, foolishness, powerlessness (vs addiction), guilt, etc. and 
desirous of marketing that ameliorates these feelings. 

"Our research suggests that the advent of new regulatory packaging may make the 
Canadian smoker unusually prone to switching and unusually interested in more 
socially-appealing, status-redeeming packaging." (W. F Johnston ltr. To Karen Dean 
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re: Packaging Suggestion, nd. Circa 1993)[RBH:TA-4130] 

Desirable packaging would be rich in connotations to change smokers self image and social 
image. 

"DESIRED IMAGE CHANGES. The overriding desire is for a proposition which 
generates greater social acceptability." 

- "More upscale...This image would provide more social 'status' to the 
smoker...'less blue collar, more elegant, more white collar, sophisticated, worldly, 
distinctive, discern ing'.... 
- More sociable ... more friendly, less pretentious, more fun ... 
- More considerate ... 'nicer, more caring, cleaner, healthier' 
- Less harmful... a general sense of healthfulness and/or a healthy lifestyle. 
- More contemporary ... modern, cool, youthful and younger ... 
- Cleaner ... less dirty ... both in physical (less messy) and image (less downscale) 
terms 
- Better Quality. 
(Project 21, June 1995, plO) [RBH:TA-4162] 

7.2 " H o w Bad Could it Be?5 ' 

"Feelings of social rejection prompted some smokers to suggest that the ideal cigarette 
design would make a contribution to alleviating their feeling of guilt." (Explorations of 
Various Design Parameters re: Export 'A' Pack Re-design, Qualitative Science, June 
1991,p5.)[JTI-1677] 

"Suggested solutions varied from innocuous designs, to light and healthy designs, to 
designs which would contribute prestige to smoking ... You'd think; 'How bad could it 
be in a nice pack like that?' Somehow it doesn't seem so harmful." (Explorations of 
Various Design Parameters re: Export 'A' Pack Re-design, Qualitative Science, June 
1991, pl3.)[JTI-1677](emphasis added) 

7.3 AH s m o k e r s need a Positive Image Boost. All smokers, to some extent, share these 
needs and 

"... a more positive, favourable image appears relevant and appealing to all... 
(including) 

- elegance...a certain class or sophistication 
- sociability...smokers share matches, even cigarettes and they gather outside of 
buildings to chat 
- intellect...a mature perspective and a pensive, intellectual style 
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- power..an element of control 
- cool...a style leader...slightly rebellious and non-mainstream. 
(Project 21, June 1995, p4) [RBH:TA-4162] 

"All groups desired an upscale image. This was invariably described by current, former 
and non-users as ... '''stylish, classy, chic",... Some wanted a more youthful image 
("stylish, casual modern") while others embraced a sense of tradition ("classic, mature, 
old fashioned tradition and heritage"). ... Groups frequently described their ideal package 
in terms which would represent a radical change for Rothmans ... in design (more 
colourful) and in image (more contemporary). Their ideal was described as ... "modern, 
stylish, causal, not white, flashy, eye-appealing, warm, funky, fun and youthful" (Project 
Starr: Qualitative Research, Apr 1998, pll .) [RBH:TA-4112] 

7.4 Some women feel especially guilty. Women, however, seem especially sensitive to 
the stigma of new warnings making their packages "ugly". 

"It was women who felt more strongly about their packages being made ugly; and about 
the stigma they felt would be associated with carrying around packages with these large, 
explicit warnings." (ITL, Project Pampers, August 1988, p3.)[ITL 606] 

Project Oona targeted "female smokers who exhibited a sense of 'guilt' regarding their smoking." 
including pregnant women and those in early motherhood years as well as "those who experience 
a blend of guilt and annoyance when harassed and whose motives are more related to appearance 
and to personal image/satisfaction." 

"Many women influenced by smoker's guilt prefer a more attractive package than a less 
visible (i.e. discreet) ne. The latter implies a secretive and hypocritical attitude ... they 
desire a package which could enhance their image as a smoker, not one that pretends their 
habit doesn't exist.... Oona women dislike gaudy or aggressive designs but appreciate 
simple elegance. They define their ideal package as elegant, feminine, attractive, chic, 
classic and classy." (Oona II: A Qualitative Study, Nov 1994, p3)[RBH:TA-4158]. 

"Most targets of anti-smoking pressure (whether angry or embarrassed) desire a more 
socially acceptable product and image ... and, above all, they describe that desired 'image' 
as classier. ... The negative feeling were described as ... 'guilty, conspicuous, humiliated, 
second-class, feeling like a leper, like an outcast'. Direct antidotes, therefore, would be 
Oona propositions designed to make the smoker feel 'carefree, discreet, confident, 
first-class, feeling healthy, feeling sociable'." (Project Oona IV: Qualitative Research, 
July 1995, Johnston & Associates, p6)[RBH:TA-4182](emphasis added) 

7.5 The Young , too. But the women with manifest guilt aren't alone, and even those who 
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don't feel really guilty want a better image for respect's sake, and packaging can and does play a 
role here. In referring to YAM (19-24), RBH comments: 

"These individuals desire a better image as smokers. This need for smoker status appears 
no different than among that noted for other market segments, but the desire for greater 
status and respect as smokers is powerful in the YAM segment. ... they resent anti-
smoking criticism when it strays beyond health issues into personal image ... several 
brands were criticized as downscale or uncool but few saw any entry including Davidoff 
as too upscale." (Project Apollo: A Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in the YAM 
Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, pl7)[RBH:TA-4100] 

"YAM smokers clearly desire more attractive packaging. The issue is more driven by 
image reward ('classier') than visual appeal ('prettier') or variety ('they all look the 
same')... although all three desires were evident. Importantly, when combined with an 
expressed desire for elimination of the warning on package fronts, more appealing 
graphics emerges as a significant YAM package-related desire." (Project Apollo: A 
Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, 
p26.)[RBH:TA-4100] 

8. Colour . Colour plays multiple roles, most notably conveying, albeit sometimes 
inaccurately, product strength, gender appropriateness and social class and social status. 

8.1 Co iou r Can Convey Sta tus . To convey status and exclusivity a brainstorming session 
featuring Rothmans executives and ad agency personnel suggested one idea where "the packaging 
would be 'ultra upscale' and with such colours as gold, silver, black, burgundy. ... The cigarettes 
would have a pearly iridescent finish to the paper..." (Project 20? (title page missing), nd, 
pl)(RBH:TA-4125) 

8.2 C o l o u r Cod ing of p roduc t " s t r eng th" . 

Consumers are concerned with being able to readily and reliably differentiate between the relative 
strengths of various products. 

"Groups consistently expressed the desire for an easier, more distinctive means of 
differentiating between strengths (different hues for different sku's). Export was 
consistently cited as the best example." (Project Apollo: A Qualitative Study of the 
Opportunities in the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, p26.)[RBH:TA-4100] 

Some firms vary colour tones and the amount if white space within variations of a brand family to 
convey product strength, e.g. Player's varieties. Alternatively, some like Export use a pallette of 
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varied colours. 

''Export is currently available in 6 strength levels: Plain (no filter) - Green; Full Flavour -
Green; Medium - Blue; Mild - Red; Light - Gold; Extra Light - Silver; Ultra Light -
White/Silver. Export's spectrum of colours correspond to relative strength level with the 
exception of Mild which became milder than Light in late 1989 due to blend 
modifications. This discrepancy will be corrected coincidentally with the introduction of 
new packaging, with Mild's strength being increased to the same level as Light's. Thus 
the darkest colour, Green, corresponds to the highest level of tar while Ultra Light is 
predominated by white" (Export Family Packaging Design Brief, nd, p3.)[JTI-1608] 

But this colour coding may also mislead consumers. 

"All groups incorrectly perceived Mild to be stronger than Light'Yboth bold and 
underline emphases in original).(Export A Packaging: Qualitative Research: Presentation 
of Findings, Market Research Professionals Study #810, June 2000. [JTI-1534] 

This was explained in a subsequent document as 

"Mild, due to its pack colour, is seen as stronger than Light." (*Product Development 
Overview, TNCO-Consumer Reaction) [JTI-1536]. 

8 3 White = "clean and healthy". 

"These competitors have maintained the same colour across their families, depicting 
strength by varying the. amount of white space on their packaging. Thus Players utilize 
two shades of blue while Players Light is half blue and half white and Players Extra Light 
is predominately white. DuMaurier has taken a similar approach with red as the base 
colour." (Export Family Packaging Design Brief, nd, p3.)[JTI-1608] 

This is consistent with the way some consumers react to dark colours. "It's too dark. That makes 
me think of a heavier smoke, like, you'd be coughing wads in the morning." This statement by a 
research subject, among others promoted the research report authors to state: 

"Besides strength, package design can make inferential statements that, in relative 
terms, the brand is a more clean and healthy alternative. The amount of white space 
makes a major contribution in this regard." (Explorations of Various Design 
Parameters re: Export 4A' Pack Re-design, Qualitative Science, June 1991, p24)[JTI-
1677](emphasis added) 

"Stronger cigarettes were more associated with brighter, darker, more visually impactful 
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packaging ... lighter/milder cigarettes were more linked with white." (Project Apollo: A 
Qualitative Study of the Opportunities in the YAM Segment, 35p plus exhibits, nd, 
p!6.)[RBH:TA-4100] 

"Orange tones, at least as currently executed, are too jarring for brands which are 
supposed to stand for mildness." (Project Weymouth, nd, np.)[RBH:TA-4113] 

8.4 Blue = "hea l thy , na tu r a l , youthful" , 

"These respondent exhibited a basic preference for blue. Despite smoking a red brand 
currently and acknowledging red as Craven's colour also, the preference for blue was 
consistent. While blue can suggest strength and masculinity, it also supports smoothness, 
flavour and a casual contemporary image. By comparison, red appears to suggest 
'harshness' ... even to many duMaurier smokers!" (Craven 4A' 100's: Qualitative 
Research, Dec 1993, pl4.)[RBH:TA-4157]. 

"Blue continues to generate strong appeal as a primary design colour and appears 
consistent with the concept... healthy, natural, youthful." (Project Maurice: Focus 
Group Research, Oct 1994, Johnston & Associates, p5.)[RBH:TA-4180](emphasis added) 

""New Blue' pack appealing due to its colour. Lighter blue ~ a slightly lighter cigarette. 
'Smoother/Less Harsh' cigarette. Similar to Player's blue & vibrant, fresh, modern & 
youthful" (Export A Packaging: Qualitative Research: Presentation of Findings, Market 
Research Professionals Study #810, June 2000, pl5 (JTI-1534] 

"Groups consistently saw the red pack as masculine; the blue pack as feminine. This 
reversal of normal coiour/gender linkage (blue is usually masculine) appears driven by the 
perceived weak/soft shade of blue vs a comparatively bold red." (Bill Johnston memo to 
Karen Dean re: WINFIELD, Oct 14, 1997.) [RBH:TA-4108] 

8.5 Co lour s can Faci l i ta te Retai l T ransac t ions . Whether or not consumers have been 
misled by colour codings, colour distinctiveness is one of the simple means available for a 
consumer to specify exactly which one of a product line is desired. 

"Colour plays a major role in ordering Export "A' cigarettes. Half order by name but refer 
to colour when necessary." (Export A Packaging: Qualitative Research: Presentation of 
Findings, Market Research Professionals Study #810, June 2000, pl3. (JTI-1534] 

"Smokers and retail clerks have difficulty communicating and understanding the specific 
S.K.U. being ordered...i.e. the combination of brand and nomenclature... The primary 
opportunity lies in a coding system that is simple to understand and simple to say." 
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(Project 21, June 1995, p4) [RBH:TA-4162] 

9. Pay ing Attent ion to Details* 

9.1 Avoiding even remote associations with death . One package alternative tested at 
length by Rothmans involved a "starburst" design, and it was found that some renditions 
triggered thoughts of heaven in some people and, consequently, death. 

"The starburst is intrusive, impactful and controversial... The clarity of the sunburst (sic) 
suggests religious overtones which were usually viewed negatively and often linked with 
death ... "it*s the gate to Heaven, it's God's smoke, it says you'll die, it's the light at the 
end of the tunnel, holy smokes' softening of this impression appears warranted. 
By comparison, fans of the design appeared to view the starburst as an explosion... 
"explosion, spotlight, sunburst, fireworks'".... more positive images, none of which were 
linked with death. The design element was described as exciting and cool; it was viewed 
as adding mystery, sparkle, flash and modernity." (Project Starr: Qualitative Research, 
Apr 1998, pl9.) [RBH:TA-4112] (emphasis added) 

This was apparently the nature of the revision as the background colour was changed. 

"The unique colour and starburst visual create a holographic effect. Smokers described the 
element as 3D or holographic and saw it as intriguing and highly contemporary ... "new 
age, millennium, futuristic". Association of the starburst with 'heaven' surfaced only 
twice ... once as a positive; once as a negative ... and the blue background mutes the 
impact of the starburst (less aggressive, less sense of explosion or heaven).... The colour 
itself and its sense of originality suggest a more exciting, vibrant personality and a 
contemporary image." (Project Starkey: Qualitative Research, June 1998, Johnston & 
Associates, p3.)[RBH:TA-4103] 

9.2 Even Small Details Get Attention* Revisions to the packaging for the Number 7 
brand included revising the apparent weight of a trademark cat. 

"Overall there is considerable change to the current design. 
i). Brand name larger, more contemporary, embossed with drop shadow. 
ii) Crown has been removed. 
iii) Cat enclosed in a diamond shape and moved to top of pack. 
iv) Package colours more current and more dominant. 
v) Use of shading. 
vi) Cat has lost weight. 
vii) Horizontal lines give definition to the graphics." 
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Four rounds of research in 1992 and 1993 concluded that the new and improved cat "offered 
modernity and vitality". (Michael Bateman memo to Mark Sklar, Sept 22, 1993, p3.) [RBH:TA-
4105]. 

9 3 T h e new d u M a u r i e r logo explained. 

"The logo takes as its starting point the image of rising rows of seats you find in an 
amphitheatre, a powerful and evocative symbol of spectacle and excitement - as well as 
strength - since Roman times. However, its treatment is definitely contemporary. 
Commentary: This logo is simple, striking, evocative and intriguing." (p9) (Du Maurier 
Ltd/Ltee, Logo Development Recommendations, August 31, 1994, Armada BSB Monde) 
[ITL681a] 

"The three gold curves are a stylized abstraction of the rising levels of seating ... rise from 
lower left to upper right as does the intensity of the spotlight, reinforcing progress and 
achievement. The simplicity of the design speaks to quality, while the curves and subtle 
lighting changes lend an intriguing and alluring sense of contemporary classic ... the use 
of gold reflects the traditional symbol of prestige, while also standing symbolically as the 
metaphorical crowning of the winner at sporting events." (Jacquie Harrison, letter to 
sponsored organizations explaining new logo, Feb 22, 1995, pi.) [ITL-681e] 

9.4 T h e M e a n i n g of Mat inee ' s Pegasus . When the flying horse image of Pegasus on 
Matinee packs were designed in 1991 and studied, it was found that "the image of fantasy & 
freedom was consistent across all groups male or female." (Project Trojan, Sept 17, 1991, 3 
pages.) [RBH:TA-4128] 

9.5 Fon t s can be Feminized. 

"Oona women prefer lettering which is feminine but not flamboyant... they like visual 
intrigue and impact... swirls, textures and icons appear positive." (Oona II: A Qualitative 
Study, Nov 1994, p4-5)[RBH:TA-4158]. 

9.6 B u t Not all Details M a t t e r . Sometimes the subtleties of packaging modifications are 
lost of the targeted consumers. When testing package designs against a Belvedere youthful target 
market, it was found that: 

" ... moving from the use of gold to silver within the context of the crest is unlikely to 
have a positive effect. The evidence of the research is that moving from gold to silver 
presupposes a higher level of sophistication than that which exists among individuals in 
the target market, most of whom are more likely to equate quality with glitz than to 
appreciate understatement of subtlety." (Project Nevada: Qualitative Research, Feb 1994, 
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ABM Research Ltd, pvi.)[RBH:TA-4161] 

10c Deal ing with Impactful W a r n i n g s 

10.1 W a r n i n g s a r e a u m a j o r chal lenge". 

"The reduction of retail shelf prices ... as the result of major tax roll-backs ... which 
virtually eliminated the massive smuggling trade overnight... (and) the blatant 
repositioning, enlarging - and bold pronouncement of pack warning to occupy the top 
30% of all cigarette and tobacco pack faces as of September this year ... (are) major 
challenges to our industry." {"Head Office Meeting, Draft 7, May 25, 1994, 
pl22)[RBH:TA-4177] 

Most consumers prior to this time paid little heed to warnings, however. "The current warning on 
packages was felt to be disregarded ..." (ITL, Project Pampers, August 1988, p2.)[ITL 606] In a 
survey, 72% of smokers agreed with the statement "I seldom pay attention to waring labels placed 
on products such as cigarettes." The breakdown was Strongly agree (38%) and somewhat agree 
(34%). (Tobacco Manufacturers Survey, Interim Findings, June 1994, p26.)[JTI-1699] 

Even after a change in warning labels had been in place for a couple of months, only about half of 
smokers were conscious of that change. When asked, on an unaided basis, about the specific 
warning labels, only somewhat over half of smokers were able to recall warnings about the effects 
of smoking during pregnancy (61%), on lung cancer (59%), with less than half able to recall 
warnings about heart attacks and strokes (40%) and shortening of life expectancy (35%). "Only 
one in two smokers (50%) are aware that within the last two months health warning labels have 
changed." Only slightly more than one-third (36%) are "very aware" of the warning "when 
opening a cigarette package." (Table on Awareness of Health Warnings Labels on Cigarette 
Packages, nd, p7-8, 14.)[JTI-1674, cover page missing] 

Some smokers seem to go out of their way to avoid certain types of warnings. 

"Some (young male smokers) even mentioned choosing the packs on which the 
'pregnancy' version is printed, as a mean of minimizing personal involvement with the 
health issue." (Sportsman: Mind & Mood Phase II Key Findings, March 1996, Auger 
Babeux FCB Publicite, p!7.)[RBH:TA-4185] 

The attribution of the warning to Health Canada seems to add little. 
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"The attribution to Health Canada does not add anything to the effectiveness of the 
warnings ... adding Health Canada to the warning does not make it more convincing. 
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(Sportsman: Mind & Mood Phase II Key Findings, March 1996, Auger Babeux FCB 
Publicite, p!7.)[RBH:TA-4I85] 

10,2 T h e I m p a c t of the Newest W a r n i n g s is "Colossal" . The more recent warnings 
seem more impactful, however. Respondent comments in research to industry tested warnings in 
1993: 

"It does look kind of stupid, now that you mention it." "It's really awful. It destroys the 
design for sure." "Makes it ugly. [It's] a horrible looking package." (Black and White 
Warning Research, 1993, p 14) [JTI-1613, partial document] 

Because of a change in the configuration of design elements needed for 1994, RBH initiated 
research "to determine the overall acceptability of the new warning packaging, in relation to the 
current new design and to all packaging that must accommodate TPCA. This research should be 
viewed as a disaster check on the new design." (Michael Bateman memo to Karen Dean, Nov 25, 
1993 re: Number 7 Packaging Research - New Warnings, 2p.) [RBH:TA-4147] 

The latest larger warning complete with photographic imagery are another matter. Consumers 
studied said things such as: 

"Very disgusting; I don't believe smoking causes this; not very pleasant to look at; this 
must be stopped" "I find these labels offensive." "Gut-wrenching' makes you think about 
what you're doing to your body' I don't like looking at the picture." "That would be 
shitty. I already know how bad it is and I don't want to be reminded every time I have a 
smoke." "Very repulsive' harsh advertisement; powerful but disgusting' it would 
definitely make people think twice about staring or continuing to smoke." (Project Jagger, 
June 23, 2000, np.)[RBH:TA-4109] 

In summing up, the researchers concluded that "the impact of the new warnings is colossal." 
(Project Jagger, June 23, 2000, np.)[RBH:TA-4109] 

1 0 3 Tact ics to Coun t e r ac t W a r n i n g s . Fear of the negative effects of warnings led the 
Canadian tobacco firms to consider a variety of responses, such as having warnings printed on 
removable wrappings, having flaps that would cover the warnings, selling empty boxes without 
warnings for consumer repacking, and designing packaging so as to distract the consumer's 
attention from the warnings. 

10.3*1 R e m o v a b l e " P l a i n " Packag ing o r Warn ings , In response to a 1994 proposal 
for plain packaging, RJRMI considered being the first to introduce a 'generic package' expressed 
optimism for "your suggestion of a white film with the required ^generic* -printing, which can 
be removed after consumer purchase to reveal the pre-generic packaging (colourful branding, 
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perhaps even without the 'health warning') could make the difference." Later in the same memo: 
"Perhaps a new business opportunity exists providing alternative packs containing no tobacco." 
(Memo re: New Printed Packaging from R. Cogdeli to M. Powell, Sept. 12, 1994.)[JTM594] 

In a variation on this theme, RBH also investigated this removable warning concept at great 
length in a series of research reports about female smokers who are "guilt-driven" or under "anti-
smoking pressures." 

"A disposable overwrap (leaving a plain pack) merits inclusion in the next step Ooona 
development. The impact of a no-warning [pack on youth bothers their conscious (sic - for 
conscience) but it addresses their distaste for the non-discreet warning and, with a gold-
flecks-on-off-white background, it may hold significant intrigue and appeal." (Concept 
Oona: A Qualitative Study, Aug 1994, p4.)[RBH:TA-4159] 

"the Overwrap conept emerged as an exceptionally appealing packaging concept that 
could provide a compelling competitive advantage..., The appeal is rooted in two factors 
... removal of the warning and a net appearance similar to a 'designer cigarette case'. The 
latter generates a cherished sense of status reward but only if the pack contains some 
design elegance." (Oona II: A Qualitative Study, Nov 1994, p5)[RBH:TA-4158]. 

"The concept addresses an expressed desire among smokers in these and other sessions 
for a package "without the ugly warning'. The concept appears to enhance brand 
imagery/personality ... particularly in the area of status. ... (and) help alleviate a sense of 
social embarrassment." (Oona III, March 1995, Johnston & Associates, pl5)[RBH:TA-
4183] 

"A removable printed overwrap is a compelling motivator ... addressing the target's 
desires to avoid the warning's negative image impact." (Project Oona IV: Qualitative 
Research, July 1995, Johnston & Associates, p3)[RBH:TA-4182] 

10.3,2 Cove r the W a r n i n g s . One option that RBH considered as a "dual purpose closure" 
designed with a "covering flap" to cope with new government warning judged to be 
"objectionable (to consumer)", alarming to general public, (and) unsightly." (Project Falcon: 
Modified Packaging re-closure options, Dec 1994, np.)[RBH:TA-4168] 

1 0 3 3 Dis t r ac t the Eye Away from the Warn ings . 

"Smokers value designs which draw the eye away from the warning panel. No 'formula' 
emerges to accomplish this, but white, especially just below the top panel, serves to 
emphasize the warning." (Craven 'A' 100's: Qualitative Research, Dec 1993, 
pl4.)[RBH:TA-4157]. 
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"The new (Belvedere) pack designs have consistently outperformed current pack. ... Re
positioning of Name - It tends to draw attention away from the warning label. It also 
de-emphasizes crest, increases modernity and youthfulness and moves the pack somewhat 
less formal." (Richard Fofana memo re: Project Nevada, Feb 14, 1994, np.) [RBH:TA-
4127] emphasis added 

"- avoid designs which are too horizontally linear (avoid emphasizing the warning) 
(Ringo: Qualitative Research, Feb 1998, p6.)[RBH:TA-4155] 

"Names at the bottom of the pack enhance appeal by drawing the eye down ... away from 
the warning." (Oona II: A Qualitative Study, Nov 1994, p5)[RBH:TA-4158]. 

11. T h e Essent ials in Cigare t t e Package Design. In evaluating its Rothman's 
packages in 1998, RBH concluded that: 

"the key signature elements are the crest and the scripted treatment of the Rothman 
name ... All other elements appear to merit significant change and results suggest a new 
entry's package should ... 
- avoid blue and white as the primary colour combination (causes confusion with RKS 
and signals 'same old' negative imagery). 
- use less white (less harshness, less 'age'). 
- use softer shades of the primary colour 
- drop 'by special appointment' 
- drop the lozenge 
- avoid designs which are too horizontally linear (avoid emphasizing the warning) 
(Ringo: Qualitative Research, Feb 1998, p6.)[RBH:TA-4155] 

The "Key Features" for the "Expression of Trademark Positioning" are identified in 1998 ITL 
planning documents as: 

"Player's : Hero, Blue, Player's, Chevron" with a note that "where possible a unique 
"Player's Look: should be consistently applied.." Matinee: "scripted Matinee, Pegasus, 
Alan Ramsey & Co. Ltd., bright & feminine look (avoid yellow, beige and brown 
tones.)" "msd\plans\1998\fmaldoc98", June 23, 1998, pl3. [ITL-E13](emphasis added). 

In designing for the 50% warnings, firms downplayed descriptive materials while experimenting 
with means to emphasize just the brand name. 

"Objective: To maximize Export Branding impact with the new proposed 50% warning in 
place. (Worst Case Scenario.)" Note, too, that the "flavour descriptor and net quantity 
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statement" were to be downplayed as the "client would like this information to have less 
of an impact with the design" while the design team was to "experiment with embossing 
and drop shadows to try and maximize on presence within the brand area." (WIP Meeting 
agenda, May 31, 2000.) [JTI-1508] 

12. Conclus ions . 

12.1 Packaging, and its design, is an integral part of the promotional communications mix of a 
firm. 

12.2 Package designs are subject to extensive research efforts with corresponding investments 
of time, talent and money. 

12.3 Package designs are frequently revisited and revised. 

12.4 Concerns when designing packaging include the functional (e.g. product protection, pack 
durability), the merchandising (e.g. retail display impact), product imagery (e.g. mildness) 
and user imagery (e.g. masculine). 

12*5 The criteria for evaluating new package designs focus on the product and user imagery, 
and to a lesser extent the merchandising aspects and, to an even lesser extent, the 
pragmatic functional aspects. 

12s6 Cigarettes are a "badge product," with the package graphics and branding constituting the 
visible "badge." In the purchase, possession and use of a brand, the consumer acquires 
both the physical product and these associated meanings. The nature of the specific badge 
determines how consumers perceive themselves as its users, how they perceive the 
product experience, how others perceive them as users, and how they assume that others 
will perceive them. 

12.7 Some brands have packaging designed to make them seem "youthful, modern, cool." 

12.8 Some brands have packaging designed to give them the "status redeeming" qualities of 
"style, sophistication, class." When successful this can trigger perceptions of "How bad 
can it be?" 

12.9 Packaging is, therefore, employed as a tool to realize the strategic goals of appealing to 
new smokers and reassuring and retaining existing smokers, goals manifest in non-
packaging documents.. 
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12.10 Consumers judge product strength, mildness and associated risks based on the colour 
tones employed in packaging. This perceptual patterning bears an imperfect relation to 
actual product ratings. At the extreme, use of the colour white implies risk reduction and 
healthfulness. 

12.11 Research guides package design down to fine details (e.g. the uses of fine lines, 
background tints, the weight of a trademark cat). 

12.12 Research is careful to avoid package designs with even remote associations that might 
remind some consumers of health risks, illness or death. For example, a "starburst" 
design was revised to avoid "religious overtones" that might have associations with 
heaven and hence death. 

12.13 Warnings constitute a "major challenge" to the industry. 

12.14 The essentials of pack design for trademark recognition and retail transaction convenience 
are the "signature elements," For examples, for Rothmans this is given as the crest and 
scripted name. For Players: "Hero, Blue Player's, Chevron". For Matinee: "scripted 
Matinee, Pegasus, Alan Ramsey 8c Co. Ltd, bright and feminine look." 
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